
and Computer Vision Foundation (CVF) 
open access archive.

● The reviewing process is double-blind
● Authors of all accepted papers will be 

invited to present their work in a poster 
session, and a few in an oral session.

● The presenter need not be the first author 
of a submission.

● We encourage presenters of all genders 
to highlight the contribution of the female 
authors, particularly the presenting author

● Paper template: For both types of 
submissions please use the final CVPR 
paper template

Attendance Awards
● Attendance grants will be awarded to a 

select number of accepted papers. 
Unfortunately, we are unable to guarantee 
award grants to all accepted papers. Final 
grant amounts will depend on the number 
of applications received and will be 
announced after paper acceptance 
notifications 

● The grants can be used for any expenses 
incurred from attending the workshop 
virtually. 

● Grant recipients will be asked to provide 
receipts for expenses prior to receiving 
their award. The reimbursements will be 
sent shortly after the workshop

Important Dates
March 5, 2023 Submission Deadline
April 1, 2023 Acceptance Notification
April 7, 2023 Camera-Ready Deadline

Contact
wicvcvpr2023-organizers@googlegroups.com
https://www.wicv.org/

Call for participation

About
WiCV is a half-day event with invited speakers, a 
panel discussion, poster/oral presentations, and a 
mentoring/networking session. The event brings 
together female students, faculty, and research 
scientists for an opportunity to exchange ideas 
and connect over a mutual interest in computer 
vision. While paper submission is open to those 
that identify as female, all genders are invited to 
attend the workshop. We welcome submission in 
several computer vision theories and applications, 
novel datasets as well as discussion of current 
challenges and future directions. 

Submission Instructions
● Extended Abstracts: We encourage 

primarily female-identifying students, 
post-docs, and junior researchers in all 
areas of CV  to submit a short paper (2 
pages excluding references) describing 
new, previously, or concurrently published 
research or work-in-progress.

● Full Length Papers: WiCV offers the 
opportunity to publish full length papers in 
the workshop proceedings (4-8 pages 
excluding references). These papers should 
describe new work that has not been 
previously published, accepted for 
publication, or submitted for review at 
another venue during our review period.

● The accepted papers will appear in the 
CVPR workshop proceedings, IEEE Xplore 

Women in Computer Vision Workshop
The 11th WiCV workshop will happen in conjunction with CVPR on 19 June 2023

Women in Computer Vision Workshop, in conjunction with CVPR
June 2023, Vancouver, Canada

https://www.wicv.org/

